Omnidirectional stereo vision sensor based on single camera and catoptric system.
An omnidirectional stereo vision sensor based on one single camera and catoptric system is proposed. As crucial components, one camera and two pyramid mirrors are used for imaging. The omnidirectional measurement towards different directions in the horizontal field can be performed by four pairs of virtual cameras, with a consummate synchronism and an improved compactness. Moreover, the perspective projection invariance is ensured in the imaging process, which avoids the imaging distortion reflected by the curved mirrors. In this paper, the structure model of the sensor was established and a sensor prototype was designed. The influences of the structural parameters on the field of view and the measurement accuracy were also discussed. In addition, real experiments and analyses were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed sensor in the measurement application. The results proved the feasibility of the sensor, and exhibited a considerable accuracy in 3D coordinate reconstruction.